MiFID and MAR Solutions
The transaction monitoring and reporting requirements under MiFID/R II and MAR demand
a powerful solution that functions beyond ‘regulated markets’, keeping pace with the new
paradigm of closer market supervision. Kx has the technology solution and the resources to
implement it and execute change.
AT A GLANCE

Why Kx for MIFID and MAR

Kx is a trusted partner with a
strong track record of delivering
high volume, real-time multiasset regulatory solutions.





Kx for Surveillance solutions
offer a unique combination of
rapid implementation coupled
with extensive configurability
to accommodate on-going
changes in regulatory
requirements and market
conditions.




Accommodates all asset classes seamlessly
Real-time and T+1 alerting
Enables clients to independently define and amend alerts to cater for new and evolving market
abuse techniques
Changing regulatory requirements mean that an investment with Kx will provide the best TCO
Users can change parameters to avoid false positives during busy markets – reducing staff
costs and driving better trading behaviour
Access to all data sets: orders, trades, market data, reference data, company announcements,
electronic communications
Integration and data management costs vastly reduced
Extensive customer base using its regulatory and surveillance solutions.





Developed and delivered by
domain experts in technology,
regulation and market
practices, Kx for MiFID and MAR
offers clients a strategic
solution for their immediate
and long term regulatory
requirements.

Features







Real-time Analytics
Quantitative Research
Multi Asset Classes:
Equity, FX, Fixed Income
and Commodities
Realtime Alerts
Alerts Calibration and
Backtesting

.

In addition to MiFID and MAR we also provide solutions for:



Uncleared Margin
Reform
KYC/AML

Order Book Replay
Provides the ability to select an instrument and view its
price/volume chart over a chosen period. Users can
select any point on the timeline to reconstruct the order
book at that time with the ability to view the book
graphically or in tabular form along with incoming
orders, trades and other events as they were generated.
Users can watch a detailed animated market replay at
selectable speeds, both forwards and backwards, and
jump easily to new time points.



Basel III






CCAR



EMIR
Dodd-Frank
Volcker Rule

Kx for MiFID and MAR
Market & Reference Data

Alerts Workflow



Capture all market data into an integrated warehouse in a standardised
data schema.



Define analytics and alerts to identify and highlight trading
activities and alerts on potential market abnormalities.



Includes Reference Data and any other datasets required (e.g. FX rates for
exposure monitoring).





Also capture, search and trigger alerts on News items.



Identify anomalies such as sudden price/volume spikes, BBO
spikes, passive orders or large orders or market manipulation
via collusion, spoofing quote stuffing or bait & switch
techniques.

Combine with external data, for example an exchange or regulator’s own
intelligence database to monitor investor associations etc.



Alert are assigned to an analyst for workflow follow up,
allowing for review, replay and attaching any items of interest.

Alerts Management

Backtesting / Calibration



Standard price/volume alerts, spoofing, marking open/close and order book
layering, more alert types.



Easily create new custom alerts on the fly.





Replay Alerts to reproduce past market misconduct.



Test new alerts and algorithms against historical data and
recalibrate parameters to minimise false positives.

Auto-assign alerts to surveillance analysts through workflow for
investigation and case creation.



Modify alert parameters in real time to adjust alert sensitivity
to new market conditions.



Identify Algo conflicts.



High speed matching engine.



Persisted to audit for compliance and review.



Ability to inject synthetic market events.

Targeted Resources to Implement Kx for MiFID/R II and MAR
We deliver our product solutions with resources whose experience
and expertise drive implementation to meet tight deadlines.








Domain Expertise. Kx is trusted because our consultants bring deep domain and
regulatory knowledge, and a diverse set of experiences across both business
and technology to get the job done.
Execution Focus. The challenge of regulatory change is implementation, going
below the water line, where the real challenges lurk. Kx focuses on deep diving
in the execution space, driving project completion within tight regulatorymandated deadlines.
Scalability. We have the capacity to meet your resource needs as they change,
ramping up and down—always with the right resources to ensure strategic
delivery.
Technology DNA. Our business and regulatory consultants understand the
technology challenges of MiFID II and MAR, aligning implementation with the
realities of a complex IT landscape.

